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invisible masking ( selfpublish.me ) is used to rapidly create and
manipulate geometry. it is often employed for creating complex

geometry for woodworking projects. invisible masking is a tool from
selfpublish.me that will quickly transform any 2d image into 3d geometry

that is then ready for a cnc router or laser cutter. customized hand-
finished plywood ( woodcraft ) provides detailed analyses of custom-

designed woodwork, ensuring it is successful in its new environment with
manufacturer supplied woodworking machinery. the software is unique in

that it provides a clear analysis and process of how the woodwork is
finished and can be fitted to an existing machine. fastware wood (

www.fastware.biz ) offers a cad/cam system for woodworking which is
100% free. the software performs a number of calculations, including the
resulting thickness of the parts, the measured volume of a part and an
exact volume of finished part. this way, the users can easily control the

production process and obtain exactly the parts they need. invisible
character in wood design ( www.invisiblecharacter.com ) is a 3d cad tool
designed for creating readable, hand-drawn 2d patterns to create wood
furniture and products. the cad-cam software may be implemented for

use in the usa and overseas, and is available as an online service at
invisible character, or as a brick and mortar store, or as a downloadable
package from an authorized cad-cam reseller. the ezy woodcad workflow
( www.woodcadworkflow.com ) software is a set of cad and cam software
tools. it consists of two products: cadw (for wood working) which is a full-
featured cad design application, and camw (for wood working) which is a
cam-based file set that is used in conjunction with cadw. camw includes a
set of cam files that the user can incorporate into his/her own cadw file(s)

to manufacture parts for woodworking. the part user just needs to click
"save" as a new file before sending the file to the router. camw allows

woodworkers to use a single cadw file to create multiple parts for cutting.
it is developed by woodcad workflow, llc. for the purpose of assisting

woodworking contractors. it is free and has a 30-day trial, and after that,
a 25% discount is available for each file that is purchased.
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woodcad is a large range of woodworking software tools; from purchasing the software
and a router, to the design and fabrication of wood furniture. woodcad software products
are designed to work in conjunction with each other, providing a complete woodworking
workflow. they come from rsa solutions ( www.rsasolutions.com ). pct recently released

it newest version of easypcb. it supports microcad software version 2.0 and above.
these versions use din, jedec, and open system board formats that can be read by the

installed version of easypcb. ddc1.1 is also supported by easypcb version 3.0.
daedaleus, inc. ( daedaleus.com ) (formerly ddx) is an offshoot of daedaleus inc. at

daedaleus, inc., we produce custom cnc router products, mill and lathe accessories, and
hobby services for the woodworking and machine-building industry. our online training
portal provides free access to image and video tutorials for beginners and advanced

users of cnc router models and related accessories. emi recently released easy2dmd, a
free software solution that lets users capture and convert their 2d designs into 3d

models for cnc, laser cutting, and other 3d-printing processes. traditional cnc milling
machines are highly custom, allowing users to repeatedly perform complex set-ups to

produce a specific part. however, the cost to this customization is prohibitive and limits
the designs of complex parts that can be made inexpensively. easy2dmd addresses this
problem by using design-capture tools that help users to generate 2d representations of

the design and then convert them to 3d models. this 3d model can be saved as an.stl
file and reused with a 3d printer or laser cutter. 5ec8ef588b
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